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JOHN HICKMAN'S
Contributions

T OHN Hickman died June 27, 1995, at the age of 68, and
American numismatics lost one of its most influential
personalities. John had bladder cancer which had

metastasized and was periodically very ill this past year.
Through sheer grit and determination, he attended this years
Memphis show in June to say goodbye to his many friends.

John was a charismatic personality. As such, he was widely
beloved and just about everyone counted him as a friend as did
he they.

The impact of John on the paper money hobby cannot be
overstated. His contributions were devoted almost exclusively
to the field of national bank notes.

When John got into the game in 1965, paper money col-
lecting as we know it was in its infancy. National bank notes
were revered but occupied sideshow status relative to type
notes. At that time, the emphasis in national bank note col-
lecting was on types, and treasury signature collecting as an ex-
tension of type collecting. There were lots of national bank
notes but the market for them was limited because series type
sets could only soak up so many and even the added quest for
signatures made little impact. Pricing reflected the rarity of
types, so the high denomination Original and Series of 1875,
and selected other rarities headed the market. Location was
definitely secondary. Some rather frustrated individuals were
driving prices up for notes with rare signature combinations
but that market was rather artificial because it lacked depth.

Let me tell you about the impact of this. In the '50s and '60s,
when large hoards were still coming out, the dealers would
quickly sort the nationals by condition and type. The really rare
high denomination notes would get saved if they were of an ac-
ceptable grade, and AU or better common series notes were
saved if they had centering, etc. Coin dealers doing this sorting
were largely oblivious to the locations, and even paper
specialists threw back only those few notes that their buddies
were looking for from selected locations. Consequently, a lot
of location rarities went in for redemption because they were
low grade.

I don't want to leave the impression that location collecting
was unheard of in those days. Certainly a few state collections
were being assembled, some even included lowly small-size
notes. A few major collections had most states and many terri-
tories represented, an example being the great Donlon collec-
tion that came on the market beginning in 1971. Some people
even collected specific states or cities such as Philpot and Texas,
or Grinnell who had a particular fancy for New York City
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banks. But these were rather exceptional cases and their impact
on the market was minor because there were just too many
notes available.

John Hickman, more than any other individual, set that
status quo on its ear. He recognized early that the logical way
to collect national bank notes was to play on their historical
significance to the communities that spawned them. His vision
was to look beyond the series and treasury signatures to the
banks, the bankers and the towns represented, and tie the ro-
mance of the notes to the latter. This focus on location lent it-
self to collecting by region, either county or state.

John tirelessly and enthusiastically promoted this concept at
coin shows, through personal contacts with collectors, and
with his price lists which segregated national bank notes by lo-
cation rather than type. Whenever possible, he regaled his
listeners with anecdotes about the signers, or about the role
and importance of a bank in its community. He possessed an
unending lode of insights about how the bankers handled the
notes, or how the national bank note issues worked as financial
instruments. He had an unlimited memory for such details
and could pull stories out of his hat for any state. So vast was
his knowledge, everyone, no matter where they came from,
thought John was an expert on the banks in their back yards.

Pricing by location began to respond to his ministrations
within five years of his, and his first partner, John Waters, entry
into the market. The fact is that location collecting made sense
because it afforded the typical collector a way to develop a par-
ticularly strong identity with his notes. Collectors flocked to
nationals once this notion was laid out and became widely
promoted by other dealers.

Hickman did not galvanize the national bank note market
singlehandedly. A major contributor and contemporary was
Louis Van Belkum who first compiled a book showing the out-
standing circulations of the banks when they closed, and next
compiled from the Comptroller records in Washington, DC, a
complete listing of the issuances for each bank. As Hickman
was nurturing the marketplace, Van Belkum was providing the
road map.

John, more than anyone, must be credited with seeing the
potential impact of the Van Belkum data on stimulating na-
tional bank note collecting and ultimate on valuations. To
have value, he knew that Van Belkum's data had to be univer-
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sally available. However, the first job was to facilitate Van
Belkum's work in abstracting the data from the Comptroller
ledgers in the National Archives. Van Belkum did this work for
a set fee per bank. Hickman encouraged collectors to contract
with Van Belkum for the data from their areas of interest. Of
course he received copies for his trouble. Once he had ex-
hausted this avenue, he arranged for the William Higgins
Foundation to purchase the data for the remaining locations
that had not been previously sponsored by collectors. All the
while, he relentlessly traded data sets he possessed for those he
didn't until he corralled the entire country.

The astute collectors were similarly gaining access to these
data, most with his direct or indirect help. As these data be-
came available and the rarity road map clarified, interest and
upward pricing naturally snowballed. By the early '70s, na-
tional bank location collecting was the preferred choice and
prices had advanced appreciably over '60s levels. As a dealer,
John Hickman was riding the crest of this wave which he had
largely created.

He was not finished with the Van Belkum data though. It was
available but not readily accessible. To get it into collectors
hands, he and his second partner, Dean Oakes, arranged with
Krause Publications to publish it in the now benchmark
Hickman-Oakes phone book-size catalog in which they even
provide rarity information. The first edition came out in 1982.

My own case reveals how John could influence one collector.
I got in the game in 1963, and found my first national in 1965.
These strange notes had a special resonance. My first impulse
was to collect one from each state. When I discovered John
Hickman, which didn't take long, he was then pushing this
idea as well, but I recall that his particular emphasis at the time
was on encouraging collectors to acquire notes from state cap-
itals. His concept for collecting nationals was starting to evolve
toward collecting counties. Only this could soak up the vast
supply available.

I lived in Arizona at the time and was naturally drawn to the
possibility of getting a few notes from my home state, but even
then they were very seldomly available, and besides I was a kid
without means. However, I did have the prescience to buy
those that came my way and gradually the idea of getting one
per bank took hold. Hickman's lists with each state blocked out
had a strong influence on my decision to pursue this course.
However, my modest collection slowly became disproportion-
ately populated with small-size notes because I didn't think I
could afford the more expensive blankets. After all, a large-size
Arizona note in those days cost between $75 and $200. Now
here is the important part. John Hickman was mentoring me
just like he did anyone who would take the time to talk to him.
He expressed great enthusiasm for what I was trying to do, both
in terms of my state collection, and my budding Arizona col-
lection. My wife Sue was from Iowa, so I would occasionally
visit him and Waters in Des Moines. Soon I had a good per-
sonal friendship with this guy, just like everybody else. He was
a magnet.

He asked me to bring my collection along on one of my trips
to Iowa so he could see it. This I did, and he and Waters pored
over it. I was quite proud of the Arizona set. I had a lot of the
banks, although most were represented by small-size notes. He
was most supportive, but then both he and Waters turned to
me and asked why was the set so light on large-size notes? My

answer was of course cost first and availability second. They then
got serious, especially Hickman, and pointed out that there
seemed to be no serious Arizona collectors at the time which
provided me with a real opportunity. Based on the true rarity of
the notes from the place, the large-size notes on the market
looked cheap relative to other areas where competition was de-
veloping. John also pointed out that Arizona notes—including
territorials—did not appear very frequently and my budget could
probably keep pace with them, particularly if I would get a job.
He even suggested that I could help finance my quest by fun-
neling other material of lesser interest through them! You know,
this was the best advice I ever got in numismatics!.

Chastened, I returned to Arizona and bought every large-size
Arizona note that I could reach through the market. If my
means were stretched, I simply sold other stuff, often to
Hickman and Waters. I tirelessly traded other collectors out of
every Arizona blanket they would let loose. I got in on the
ground floor for Arizona, and I thank John Hickman for
forcing me to see the door.

Notice that there was not one word in John's advice about
"go for condition," The emphasis was always go for rarity NOW.
I got the note, then worried about upgrading it. Incidentally, I
never did get to upgrade some of the lower grade rarities that
came in during those early days!

John made another point early. Don't be a hog. Sell or trade
your duplicates so other collectors have a chance. It serves no
purpose for one collector to own them all, the duplicates should
go out and stimulate new collections. Hickman realized that the
apparent abundance of nationals in the early '70s couldn't last
as location collecting took hold. He also realized that if there
isn't any material, there won't be interest and collectors will drop
out. Who do you sell to when you are finished if you have them
all and have driven out all of your competitors?

One fortunate friendship Hickman cultivated was that of
William Higgins of northwest Iowa. Higgins was a crown col-
lector, had means, and was a bachelor. He had a passing in-
terest in paper money and through his association with
Hickman developed into one of the most passionate location
collectors ever. Higgins liquidated his crowns through auction
and plowed the proceeds into nationals. His specialty was Iowa
although the contiguous states also interested him as did a
state-territorial set. John helped Bill assemble his preeminent
collection and in fact Higgins' collection was also John's.

Left to right: John Hickman, William Higgins, Dean Oakes, at
the Iowa Numismatic Association Convention, October 1973.
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Higgins wanted to leave his mark so Hickman helped him de-
velop and ultimately implement the concept of a national
bank note museum. The Higgins Museum at Okoboji, Iowa, is
the fruit of more than a decade of Hickman's pursuit of that
grail. The museum is not simply a place where a lot of notes
hang on the walls, it houses a library and other archival
documentation to support serious research. For example, it
owns a complete set of the Annual Reports of the Comptroller
of the Currency, numerous bank directories, and now
Hickman's vast files of known notes.

Hickman recognized almost from the beginning that the Van
Belkum data could not provide the complete road map to
rarity. The vagaries of survival dictated that issue totals could
not be the last word. Hoarding patterns made selected small
issues readily available whereas other factors drove large issu-
ances to virtual extinction. The only real insights would ulti-
mately come through cataloging all the known notes. Early on,
even in the late '60s, Hickman began to collect census data on
national bank notes. He even bought photocopy machines to
record those that he handled or those that collectors would
show him. He badgered collectors and dealers alike to supply
data, photocopies preferred. When possible he enlisted the aid
of prominent location collectors to join him by maintaining
thorough records of notes from the areas that they tracked. The
result by the time of his death was information on about
150,000 notes. Everybody seems to collect data now, but this
did not really catch on until the last few years. Those of us who
pioneered this concept had a hard go of it early on.

John Hickman recognized that census data was ultimately
worthless if secreted away. Before he died he began to consider
ways to make it available in a more sophisticated form than the
simple count rarity scales in the Hickman-Oakes catalog. Some
years ago, John, the hyper guy who could hardly sit still,
bought a computer and began the painstaking process of log-
ging his data into the system so that he could organize it. By the
time he died, he had almost 100,000 entries. His hope was that
he would live to finish this job but toward the end entering 200
records a day became an exhausting pace and he lamented to
me just a day or two before he died that he wasn't going to
make it. He enlisted Don Kelly to finish the task.

What we will see in the next few years is a lot of trading of
such data just like we did with the Van Belkum data. Before
long you will be able to buy a book the size of a phone book
that will list the known notes. We aren't far from being there.
Those who hoard such data for their short term personal ad-
vantage will ultimately be overwhelmed as the collective tide
rolls over them.

Another concept that Hickman helped nurture was that of
the sealed bid auction of national bank notes. Auctions have
been around forever. By the time John Hickman got estab-
lished, numismatic auctions were not regarded as the bastion
of lofty ethics, and collectors were generally gun-shy about par-
ticipating in them. John wanted to foster an auction environ-
ment that operated on a level table for all, where the collector
and dealer competed on equal footing. Of course, he also
wanted to see his material achieve its maximum potential.

More importantly for his business, John felt that if collectors
could trust the auction—his auction—he would get to handle
considerably more material than if he operated directly from a
stock. Thus, he and Dean Oakes pioneered the modern na-
tional bank note auction beginning in 1976, and set a prece-

dent for the modern auction machine that now dominates
national bank note sales. His philosophy was that he didn't
really have to own every note; he would be just as happy to get
10 percent of the value of each one that went by! The fact is that
Hickman actually owned very few notes after Waters retired
from their partnership in 1972.

John handled a lot of nationals, and many of the great rari-
ties. Without doubt, though, his all time favorite was the $10
Series of 1882 brown back on The First National Bank of Win-
nemucca, Nevada, which he handled in 1970.

John realized that collecting, like sex, defied logic and
thought that spending money for old paper money didn't
really make rational sense. But if you accept human foibles
such as a need to have ties to the past, hunger for power and
stature through possession, desire for competition between in-
dividuals, love of aesthetics, and all the other peculiar elements
that combine to yield a collector, you have the basis for a very
dynamic market. If there is a dynamic market, there is always
room for a salesman.

John Hickman was a salesman first and national bank note
specialist second. When it came down to the essence of it all, he
enjoyed the machinations of the game more than the notes
themselves. If you understood him, you discovered that the
notes were simply a vehicle for a much larger engagement with
life. His stories centered on the people because he was a
people-oriented human being. He was not particularly materi-
alistic and lived a rather modest lifestyle. Given a note,
Hickman would spin two types of tales: the stories of the
signers whose names appeared on the note, or the tales of the
people who had owned the note.

John loved the lineages of the famous rarities and particu-
larly the intrigues that surrounded their transfers in ownership.
He also relished knowledge of the stories behind the more
colorful people who were players in our game.

He perceived his role as a dealer as being the facilitator who
caused material to move to where it was most appreciated.
John was a master at playing on the tensions inherent in col-
lectors who both wanted more and possessed much. One type
of deal he particularly enjoyed was where he matched an ar-
dent collector with something the guy couldn't live without but
at the same time he separated the guy from something great
that could be used to tantalize and tease yet someone else.
Above all, John loved to cut complicated deals where he got a
piece of each of the parts! He enjoyed three and four way deals
where the material followed tortuous routes. He would create
the dance floor and then orchestrate the dance. I got involved
in a number of these and they could last months. Part of the
dance involved trades, another cash deals, and another an auc-
tion sale.

But the point is, this is how the truly great material moves. A
lot of the best stuff just doesn't go to the highest bidder in a public
auction. Money doesn't move many owners. Hickman repre-
sented a master at the dying art of manipulating reluctant owners
to become sellers, and often the price did not involve cash!

Part of John's walk through life and part of his estate came
out of my hide, and you know it was a real pleasure letting him
earn it. He and his heirs are welcome to it. The important thing
is that our 30-year friendship enriched me appreciably and he
added substantially to my enjoyment of numismatics and life
in general. I really feel a big loss now that the realization that
he is gone has sunk in. John Hickman is irreplaceable.
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